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Meet the Audiologist
Jill C. Bernstein, Au.D.
People ask me all the time how I chose the field
of audiology and I had a recent experience with
a patient that reinforced exactly why I chose this
field. Most people don’t know this but, before I
was an audiologist, I spent four years working as
a Nursing Home Administrator in Pennsylvania
and Westchester County in downstate New York.
To prepare for that career I obtained my Masters
in Health Policy and Management from Harvard
University. After graduation, while most of my
classmates were taking high paying jobs at fancy
consulting firms or going to work in government
think tanks, I took a position in a 538 bed nursing
home in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was one of
the most humbling and educational experiences of
my life. I had the opportunity to get to know some
amazing residents who had lead extraordinary lives
prior to the decline in their health. I kept these
residents in mind with everything I did to ensure
their home was as clean, safe, and as satisfying as
it could be. After a few years, I realized that, while
I enjoyed developing personal relationships with
the residents, being a Nursing Home Administrator
was not going to be a long term career choice for
me and looked to move on to something different. I
spent a long time investigating other options before

Trade-In Days
Have you been thinking about upgrading your
hearing aids? Wish there was a trade-in value for
your old ones? Well, now is the time! Back by
popular demand, Hearing Evaluation Services is
offering Trade-In Days for a limited time.
HES is offering a trade-in value for your old hearing
devices when you purchase new hearing aids.*
Here’s how it works. Upgrade your current hearing
aids between August 1st and September 30th and
HES will honor a $150 trade-in value for your old
device ($300 for a set).
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Meet the Audiologist cont.
I chose Audiology. For me, it was the perfect mix of working with technology and
people. I didn’t want to give up the joy and satisfaction I received from the personal
relationships I developed with my residents and audiology has allowed me to
continue to do that.
I came to the University at Buffalo to get my Doctorate in Clinical Audiology and had
planned to leave Buffalo as soon as I finished. Instead, I had the opportunity to do a
summer rotation at Hearing Evaluation Services (HES), which lead to me completing
my residency here. Here I am 11 years later! Coming from a non-profit, missiondriven organizational background, HES was just the right fit for how I believe people
should be treated. In my years at HES, I’ve developed some wonderful relationships
with my patients and their families. Along with my clinical responsibilities, I also
oversee our Resident Training program. Selecting the best Residents for our practice
involves looking beyond their clinical skills and at their motivation for why they do

Dr. Jill Bernstein, Au.D.

this work. One of the things I tell them during their orientation is to always think about how they would want
their mother or father to be taken care of. If you always keep this question in your mind, you will always do right
by your patient. Everyone at HES, from the front office staff, audiologists, and even the billing office live by this
motto. It’s one of the things that really separates us from other audiology practices, but especially from large,
retail dispensing outlets or “big box” stores.
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Trade-In Days
There are many reasons for upgrading your hearing aids. Hearing aid technology is
always improving and newer hearing aid products offer innovative features to help you
hear better in a variety of listening situations and make conversations easier to hear.
Many new hearing aids offer easy wireless connectivity to other devices like cell phones, home phones, and
TVs. Some also offer unique settings to make talking on the phone easier. Other hearing aids share information
with each other and work together to maximize your hearing in noisy places. Some hearing aids are even
rechargeable, so no need to charge batteries every week.
All new hearing aids come with a 45-day trial period so you will have plenty of time to try them in your everyday
listening environments to ensure your new hearing aids are meeting your expectations.
The best part is that hearing aids that are traded in will be used to help hearing impaired individuals in financial
need. These hearing aids will be donated to the Dr. Ann Stadelmaier Hearing Aid Fund, which provides hearing
assistance to those in need. This is a great deal for everyone. Help yourself while also assisting those in need
reach their goal of better hearing.
This offer cannot be combined with any other discount. Limit is one trade-in hearing aid for each ear fit. There is
no cash value for donated hearing aids and if you decide not to proceed with your fitting your original hearing aids
will be returned to you. This offer applies to new hearing aid orders placed from August 1, 2017 to September 30,
2017 only. It is not valid for hearing aids purchased before August 1, 2017 or after September 30, 2017.
Call and schedule your hearing aid evaluation for August or September and take advantage of this rare opportunity
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on no-charge hearing
consultations, hearing aid cleaning & maintenance,
or to learn about the newest technologies.
If you are receiving this newsletter in a duplicate, or if you no longer wish to receive
our newsletter, please send an email to RWitter@HESofBuffalo.org
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